INDOT QC/QA Earthwork and Intelligent Compaction US 31/US 35 at Kokomo by Sommer, Kurt
1Thanks to Paul for intro. I am Kurt Sommer. 
I am here to briefly review our rationale and to report on the status of the QC/QA/IC 
pilot project on US31/US35 at Kokomo.
Session: 74
Session Title: QC/QA Earthwork and Intelligent Compaction
Date: March 6, 2013 
Time Period: 1:00-1:50 p.m.
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|203-02000 EXCAVATION, | | |
0288|COMMON | 277885.000| |
| |CYS | . | .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|203-02070 BORROW | | |
0289| | 694838.000| |
| |CYS | . | .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|207-08263 SUBGRADE | | |
0290|TREATMENT, TYPE IA | 210079.000| |
| |SYS | . | .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|203-02000 EXCAVATION, | | |
0288|COMMON | 277885.000| |
| |CYS | . | .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|203-02070 BORROW | | |
0289| | 694838.000| |
| |CYS | . | .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|207-08263 SUBGRADE | | |
0290|TREATMENT, TYPE IA | 210079.000| |
| |SYS | . | .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Caterpillar Soils IC System
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QC Techs Worked With Fox
Performed One Point Proctor Of Borrow/Common 
To Get Target Optimum Moisture Content
Performed Microwave Moisture 
From Borrow/Common To Determine Need For Drying Or Wetting
Microwave Speeds Testing Process
Performed DCP On Compacted Lifts 
To Determine Suitability For Additional Lifts
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Communicated With INDOT QA 
When Ready For QA Testing
Used GPS Rover 
To Determine Boundary And Area Of The IC Mapping Area.
Oversaw Mapping With IC Roller
Identified Large Deficiencies
INDOT Made Extra Effort To Catalog Small Deficiencies Since In IC Research Mode
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Certified Tech Exam Was Issue
Tech’s Weren’t Prepared To Test Out Of The Class
Relationships Between QC And Earthwork Sub 
Communication Needed Development
Forms And Recordkeeping Lacking
Future Will Require A “Diary” And Daily Record Submittals
Education Of QC Techs Needed
Techs Needed Pushed To Maximize Tests Performed
Techs Needed To Understand Importance Of Their Role
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 All Data 
282,000 points 
September 2012
 One Roller, Number 1517 
 Maxed Out Veda
 Average CMV = 10
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 Focus on September 24, 2012
33,800 points 
 One Roller, Number 1517
 One Mapped Location
 Average CMV = 13.3
 Target = 6
 Target % Achieved = 84%
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 Focus on September 24, 2012
33,800 points 
 Same Mapped Location as Prior Example
 Create Sublots
 Size 50’ x 100’
 Visual and Statistical Uniformity
 Failed to Meet 70%
1600’ Location and 1650’ Location
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